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We provide disability information
that is free accurate and independent

Ideas’ purpose is to provide access
to information and opportunities
for people with disability, their
supporters and the community
to reach their full potential.

Ideas acknowledges
the traditional owners of
country throughout Australia
and their continuing connection
to land, sea and community.
We pay our respects to them
and their cultures, and to
elders past, present
and emerging.
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about ideas
Our organisation who we are
IDEAS – Information on Disability, Education & Awareness Services.

Our vision what we seek
A world where people with disability live full, independent lives of their own choosing.

Our mission what we do
IDEAS’ purpose is to provide access to information and opportunities for people
with disability, their supporters and the community to reach their full potential.

Our values what we believe in
We believe the following are intrinsic to the organisation and everything we do:
• Respectful
• Inclusive

• Ethical
• Innovative

Our purpose how we do it
We work to support all people with disability, their families, carers and other supporters
to self-advocate and to make informed decisions. As disability knowledge brokers, we
do this by providing a range of information services and products. Using our specialist
expertise, we source information and filter, interpret and disseminate it on request,
through a variety of methods for the benefits of our customers.

Our organisation
IDEAS is a membership-based organisation with over 400 members, made up of
people with disability, family members, carers and supporters of people with disability.
IDEAS is widely recognised in Australia as a leading information provider in our field.
It is a not-for-profit organisation, endorsed as a deductible gift recipient under
subdivision 30-BA of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1997.
IDEAS is registered with the Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC)
as an Australian Company Limited by Guarantee.
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The Board of Directors has specialist knowledge, expertise and lived experience with
disability. They take legal and fiscal responsibility for the Company and undertake
strategic management and planning, and oversee management.
An Executive Officer is responsible for being the conduit between the operations and
governance of the organisation.
Managers and Team Leads with specialist knowledge and oversee and manage the
various functions of the organisation; and staff with specialist expertise source and
filter, interpret and disseminate information through a variety of methods.

Our partners
IDEAS works collaboratively with all stakeholders to maximise the effectiveness
of disability information and resources. These stakeholders include people with
disability of all ages and their families, carers and supporters; non-government and
government professionals; service providers; and members of the public.

The services provided by IDEAS
IDEAS delivers information to support people with disability via multiple
channels including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Phone
SMS
Live chat
In writing
Face to face
Group conversations

•
•
•
•

Peer to peer
In the community
Online data and information
Electronic, digital and hardcopy
publications

Information knowledge management is our asset with activities including collection,
maintenance, and curation of data and information resources that are independent,
accurate, verified, relevant, accessible and up-to-date.
Our activities include various means and modes of dissemination of information that
meet the needs of all people with disability they are. Our activities utilise our extensive
networks to increase the effectiveness of referrals resulting in stronger links for people
with disability in their community.
We also have a separate business arm from July 2018 providing individual advocacy
services for people with disability living in South East and South West Sydney, Illawarra
and the Southern Highlands of NSW.
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Our strategic objectives how we do it
People with
disability, their supporters
and the community will be
provided with
accessible information
and services
People with disability
will be supported to
access individual and
group advocacy

Positive change
will be encouraged by
identifying gaps in
systems and upholding
the UN Convention
on the Rights of Persons
with Disability

The needs of
people with disability
will be promoted
to increase
the community’s
knowledge

All people
who participate in our
organisation will be valued
and respected

The changing
needs of people with
disability will be met
through successfully
operating a high-quality,
relevant and
responsive service

Courage and
diversity will be
promoted through
our leadership
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Regions
IDEAS’ customers come from all over Australia, some even residing overseas.
Our current sources of income includes:
1. The National Disability Insurance Agency through the Information Linkages and
Capacity Building (ILC) arm for:
a. ILC Gap Fill – Generalist Information provision for NSW.
b. In partnership with ACCAN for an ILC project to provide a national disability
telecommunications information service
c. In partnership with ERA (Eastern Riverina Arts) to provide engagement and
awareness activities to festival organisers in the Riverina.
2. NSW Department of Family and Community Services (FACS) to provide individual
advocacy services to our target groups in funded regions of New South Wales:
South East, South West, Illawarra and Southern Highlands.

IDEAS thanks our sponsors
and supporters

IDEAS celebrates the value
added for people with disability
enabled by our partners
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ideas board
Martin Heng chair
Martin has an acquired spinal cord injury and uses a wheelchair for
mobility. Martin has over 21 years working as a travel editor in the
field of accessible travel and has a background in communications
and publishing. Joined Board in May 2016.

Chris Dumas treasurer
Chris is a partner at Bentleys Newcastle (accountants) and CRAG
Auditing Services. He has a Bachelor of Business, became a
CPA in 1998 and FCPA in 2001. Also a fellow of the Tax Institute.
Joined Board in November 2013.

Teresa McMullen secretary
Teresa is an Occupational Therapist with over 25 years’ experience.
Teresa has been on the Board of Ideas since 2008.

Jackie Campisi board member
Jackie joined the Board of DIRC in 1998 and has been on the
Board of IDEAS since the merger. Jackie is a social worker who
currently works for the City of Sydney.

Wendy Bowles board member
Wendy Bowles is an Associate Professor in Social Work and Human
services in the School of Humanities & Social Sciences at Charles
Sturt University. Joined Board November 2013.

Andrew Bokor board member
Andrew brings the experiences of 18 years in the military and
subsequent years working in the wider community. He has a
passion for empowering others through information on rights
and entitlements. Joined Board December 2016.

Karen Peacock board member
Karen Peacock is an experienced board member, communicator
and disability activist. She has degrees in Social Science and Law.
She was a full-time Member and Senior Member of the former Social
Security Appeals Tribunal. She is involved in peer support, and is an
Access Advisor for Accessible Arts.
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ideas staff
At the time of writing the IDEAS team has grown by another 50% to a current full-time
equivalent of 32 people. The geography of our people now includes Canberra,
Campbelltown, Tumut, Newcastle, Cooma and Coffs Harbour. The systems employed enable
technology to share and communicate effectively project work, intake functions, external
communication and internal meetings.
80% of IDEAS staff lives with or has lived experience of disability. Our customers tell us that it is
the authentic lived experience that enhances their trust in the integrity of our service. IDEAS
invests in five days of training and induction process for all new staff members. There is an
additional two days of customised training in professional development including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership
Communication styles
Positive mind sets
Collaboration
Feedback loops
Public speaking and presentation
Safety

Accuracy and independence in information means that people with disability and their
families and carers get connected to the information they need to support the decisions
they need to make in their everyday decisions.
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chair’s
report
The importance of the
introduction of the
NDIS to better cater
to the needs of the
estimated one-fifth
of the Australian
population living with
disability cannot be
underestimated. But
such a momentous
change in the sources
and mechanisms
of funding has
undeniably resulted
in both upheaval and
uncertainty among
both recipients of
funding and service
providers.
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My first year as Chair of the Board of Directors of IDEAS has therefore
been overshadowed by insecurity over the organisation’s future as a
result of the NSW government’s decision to abdicate its responsibility
for its residents with a disability by withdrawing funding for a raft of
services and organisations, including our own, instead allocating its
funds to the NDIS. This existential threat has preoccupied the Board
and senior management throughout the year, but it is the staff of
IDEAS and the many thousands of people affected by disability
whom they support who stood to lose most – and who still stand
to lose should IDEAS not secure funding beyond the end of this
financial year.
Although we were unsuccessful in our application for a national
readiness grant under the NDIS – notwithstanding applications that
were a credit to their authors – we finally succeeded in obtaining
an ILC grant from the NDIA that guarantees our continued
operations for the next 12 months. In addition, a backflip by the
NSW government over the funding of advocacy services – almost
certainly owing to the #standbyme campaign spearheaded by the
NSW Disability Advocacy Alliance – is providing an extra injection
of funds and enables IDEAS to move into a new area: the direct
provision of advocacy services. Our success in securing funding is
testament to the high regard in which IDEAS is held by the disability
communities, by state and federal government representatives
and by the NDIA itself. It is also due to the tireless lobbying and work
behind the scenes by senior management.
While the NDIS will provide funding for many people living with
disability, we should not forget those whom the Scheme will not
cover – particularly the aged, following the NSW government’s
decision to shut down Ageing, Disability and Home Care
(ADHC) – which has been estimated to be an enormous 90% of all
people living with disabilities. We should not be distracted by the
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self-congratulation of politicians at the rollout of
the NDIS to believe that all the problems facing
people with disability have been solved. As the
Scheme is progressively implemented, the need
for access to truly independent information and
advocacy services such as those offered by
IDEAS is paramount, not only for those covered
by the Scheme, but especially for those who are
not, if they are to lead meaningful lives in a truly
inclusive society. Even with funding, choice is
meaningless unless it is informed; without a funded
plan under the NDIS, access to independent
information and advocacy is critical.
For more than 30 years IDEAS has been a trusted
source of independent, unbiased information,
but it is far from being mired in the past. It’s an
organisation that is continually evolving in the
way it engages with its clients and the ways its
vast resources of information can be accessed.
Its website is not only easily navigable, it also
has a great search function and features a live
chat; it has an active social media presence;
its call centre is staffed with real people really
listening, not merely reading from scripts; its
outreach activities incorporate expos and
workshops, as well as sending its representatives
into the community to listen and talk to people;
and it still sends out thousands of printed
newsletters to its members. In an era when its
clients can be aged anywhere between 18
and 108, IDEAS understands the importance of

a truly multiplatform information service delivery
model. Behind the scenes, this is supported by a
state-of-the-art office management system and
a quality management system that meets ISO
9001:2015 standards. What IDEAS has to offer to
people with disability, their families and carers
is unique and it would be a tragedy were it
to be lost.
Finally, I would like to thank IDEAS staff for their
faith in the management of the organisation
and their dedication to their responsibilities
despite the uncertainty around their own future,
as well as for their flexibility as management
restructures the organisation to suit our new
operating environment.

Martin Heng
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treasurer’s
report
2018 was another great year for IDEAS, seeing
us deliver just under $2,300,000 worth of service
to the community. This is another record level of
service delivery for my time on the Board and as
stated last year we are very thankful as a Board for
the work done by Diana and her operations team
in securing the funding to enable this to become a
reality. The further work done in this year to secure
NSW advocacy and critical federal funding for the
future year’s disabled community and carers was
outstanding and our future as an organisation is
looking very solid.

2018 saw Andrew join our team
in finance along with many
other wonderful new faces
across our entire entity. I would
like to thank all for their service.

The total turnover for the year
is up 8.2% (against a strong
turnover 2017 financial year).
I note that the year saw
the recognition of $971,929
in non-recurrent funding
which drove the increase in
revenue. The net surplus of
$124,095 is a continuation of
expanding profit, set against
substantial work in the website
maintenance, appropriate
growth in the team that serves our clients and a growth in consulting
fees. We have consolidated our operations at Tumut (which has
resulted in a very low rent to turnover ratio) but I note that the
Campbelltown office will flow through in this financial year.
This year was the second of the two-year funding agreement with
the NSW Government obtained by Diana and her team’s fine
negotiations undertaken in 2016. I note that efforts to secure further
funding were successful enabling us to continue to flourish into the
2019 financial year and beyond. I cannot understate how critical
or impressive this has been through the changeover between state
and federal responsibilities with our sector.
In IDEAS it is the Treasurer’s role to have an overview of the systems
that are used, monitor spending and be able to advise the Board
of our financial position, especially if new projects are to be
undertaken as to their affordability and the recurrence or otherwise
of our funding. The monitoring of these functions has been done
primarily by Diana with Board support around the monthly review

12
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“I cannot understate how critical or
impressive this has been through the
changeover between state and federal
responsibilities with our sector”.
of IDEAS’ funding, budgeting and expense
allocation being done efficiently and accurately.

future. I commend all of those involved in securing
those commitments to funding.

All of our accounting is prepared on XERO,
reviewed monthly against prior year figures and
our budget (and the budget is updated during
the course of the year to reflect changes in
our operations).

This is another good result considering the further
restructuring, negotiations for funding, and
significant change over of the team that took
place during the year. The nature of the funding
environment, the competition in our industry
and our integrity and independence standards
which define our organisation (who we are)
mandate that we do not make large profits and
the management and the Board will continue to
maintain their fiscal discipline to ensure that we
spend in delivering our programs the money we
are entrusted to expend by our funding bodies.

We are audited at the end of every financial
year and thank Steven Walker for his services in
doing this.
The profit of $124,095 sees an extension of $98,413
on last year’s net results. IDEAS is proud of the
efficiency and effectiveness we achieved in the
delivery of our service providing strong value
for money for the stakeholders in our service,
particularly the disabled and their carers.
Our net equity position has improved markedly
(up 39%) at $440,450. Our net asset position has
reduced slightly by $240,563 which has been
more than offset by the total liabilities which have
dropped by $364,659.

From the Board’s perspective we are proud of the
ongoing work being done by Diana and her team
to enable a future provision of information for
our community.

Chris Dumas

On a personal note I congratulate Diana and
her team on their maintenance of the accounts
function. The Board is supportive to all involved
and remains focussed on IDEAS objectives and
the work of the staff and friends of IDEAS. Further
I would like to commend the Chair and the Board
on their stellar work over the year.
Looking forward, our organisation has secured
funding for the upcoming financial year and is
confident of obtaining funding into the future to
continue as a going concern advocating for and
disseminating information to our clientele into the
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IDEAS
NOW HAS OVER

312 YEARS
OF HELD SPECIALIST DISABILITY

KNOWLEDGE

80%
OF
IDEAS
STAFF
LIVES WITH OR HAS LIVED EXPERIENCE
OF DIVERSE DISABILITIES.

WE GET IT!

IDEAS
will demonstrate the
outcomes of people
with disability
connecting in their own
chosen way to get the
information they need
to make decisions for
themselves.
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executive
officer’s
report
2017-2018 was a year of
fighting hard to retain
the ability to support
people with disability
make informed
decisions through the
provision of accurate,
verified and relevant
of information.

The decision by the NSW government to walk away from funding
supports for their residents with a disability added additional pressure
on organisations such as ours while people with disability continued
to grapple with the implementation of the biggest social reform
in decades.
We fought hard and were successful in gaining an ILC grant of
$3.1million for one year to grow the capacity and capability of
people with disability to access, and of our organisation to deliver
information, linkages and referral activities to support people with
disability make informed decisions.
We were tenacious in NSW to retain the ability to support people with
disability access individual advocacy supports. Again for one year,
we succeeded in winning funding of $594,000 to provide individual
advocacy across the South West and South East of Sydney as well as
the Southern Highlands and South Coast regions of NSW.
At the time of writing we have stepped into this funding and have
grown our team by another 50% to a full-time equivalent of 32 people
as well as opened offices in Canberra and Campbelltown. We now
have an amazing team of professionals, who come with a broad
range of expertise, disability and lived experience of disability.
They are enthusiastic and eager to join our team and work toward
the same goal.
We embrace the opportunity we have this year to demonstrate
the outcomes for people with disability accessing and connecting
with our model of information provision as we continue on our
path enabling all people with disability to live full independent
lives of their own choosing, through the provision of independent
information.

Diana Palmer

IDEAS Annual Report 2017-18
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individual support
FREECALL 1800 029 904
Disability Information Phone Line
The information team at IDEAS strives for best
practice, delivering accurate and independent
information to our enquirers.

been a significant change in the type of enquiries.

The team environment supports our determination
to be a relevant, nimble and trusted source for
customers to be connected to the information
they need to support informed choice.

or complex.

IDEAS info team has assisted with face to face,
phone, email, social media and Live Chat, TIS
and TTY enquiries over the past year. There has

Many are complex.
Ideas grades our calls received as simple

An IDEAS simple call features:
1. One issue
2. Services readily available and accessible in
the customer’s area.
3. The services available have capacity.

EXAMPLE:
A customer living in a metropolitan area contacted IDEAS
requesting assistance in finding a support coordinator.
The information officer researched available support coordinators
available in the customer’s area using our database and other
sources. The information officer contacted each provider to check
currency of information and capacity for organisation to take more
clients. The information was compiled and provided to the customer
in their preferred format.
A minimum of 3 services is provided where ever possible.
5 calls were made to complete the enquiry.

An IDEAS complex call features
Multiple issues or issues that are difficult to discern.
Services are difficult to find and or services in the customer’s area are difficult to find.
There is no capacity in the services available.
EXAMPLE:
A Korean-speaking customer who lives in metro CBD phoned
requesting assistance. A translating service was used to facilitate
communication. It was established that the customer was seeking
an occupational therapist, cleaner and gardener, all who speak
Korean. Lots of networking and lateral thinking was required;
but after many hours, and against all odds, the brief was carried
out in full.
In excess of 25 calls were made.
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at a glance
The close to customer focus enables IDEAS
team to be responsive to minute demands
and market changes as we are consistently
hearing from real people navigating
complex issues in the changing disability
environment.

3766
2550
calls answered in 2017-18

TOTAL ENQUIRIES
TO THE INFO LINE

It also informs our capacity to engage with
continuous quality improvement as a matter
of course using our systems infrastructure.
Calls to the IDEAS information line are answered
within three rings by a real person. The information
officer receiving the call will usually complete
the enquiry.

10 MOST COMMON
ENQUIRY SUBJECTS
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10

Support services
Information services
Allied health
Recreation and leisure
Advocacy
Access
Aids and equipment
Accommodation
Home modifications
Finance and income

MORE THAN TOP 5 WAYS

80%
OF ENQUIRIES FOR
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT

SEPARATE FROM WEBSITE SEARCHES

ARE BY TELEPHONE

LIVE CHAT

as access for information
is growing exponentially.
We predict this will continue.

PEOPLE FIND US
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Word of mouth
Internet
Repeat customers
LACS and Ability Linkers
Service providers

23%
OF ENQUIRIES ARE FROM
CALD BACKGROUNDS
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DID YOU

KNOW?

in 2017-2018 each
IDEAS information
officer made on
average 13 calls to
answer a single enquiry

ABOUT IDEAS

CUSTOMERS

TIME 23.3%

#1 Individuals with disability
#2 Family members of

		people with disability
#3 Local Area Co-ordinators
0–5 MINUTES #4 Carers
#5 Service providers

SPENT
COMPLETING 26.2%
THE ENQUIRY 6–10 MINUTES

31.5%

11–30 MINUTES

11.9%

31–60 MINUTES

3.8%

74%
OF ENQUIRIES ARE FROM AN

ENGLISH SPEAKING BACKGROUND

THREE%
3.3%

61–120 MINUTES

120 MINUTES +

DISABILITY ADVOCACY

BROKERAGE DABS

18
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OF ENQUIRIES ARE FROM

INDIGENOUS PEOPLE

Our DAB programme switched over on 1 July
2018 from a brokerage service to a direct
advocacy service.

community
engagement
FEATURES
• Additional engagement strategies targeting
isolated cohort groups across the state
• Strategic and statewide travel to engage
with Local Area Coordinators and present
about the many ways we can support them
and their participants, especially during the
implementation period of planning.
• We trained Local Area Coordinators on
important elements of the website, and
navigation tips for searching localised service
listings effectively.
• To further support them we have also
developed a user-friendly NDIS Registered
Provider directory freely accessible on our
website. It is searchable by postcode and by
NDIS Service Registration Group.

IDEAS Annual Report 2017-18
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website data
Ideas operations staff
constantly source the latest
sector information to upload
on to our website. We are
committed to providing
consistently accurate
information. The outcome
is that customers can make
informed decisions.

All data records are verified at least annually
to double-check for accuracy.
IDEAS long exposure in information provision
informs a rigorous service that ensures data we
collect, curate and disperse is:
• accurate and timely,
• specific and organised for a purpose,
• presented within a context that gives it
meaning and relevance, and
• can lead to an increase in understanding
and decrease in uncertainty.
Information is valuable because it can affect
behaviour, a decision, or an outcome. A piece
of information is considered valueless if, after
receiving it, things remain unchanged.

In the disability sector, the outcome we work to is that people have the
information they need to support their life choices and get the supports
they need to live a good ordinary life.
Source of information definition www.businessdictionary.com/definition/information.html
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database
and knowledge
Managing the IDEAS databases is a year-round
process, involving all of the Operations team.
Collecting and updating our data, ensuring
its accuracy and integrity, is critical for IDEAS’
customer service. Our Information officers use this
data and other resources on a day-to-day basis
to assist the IDEAS Customer as part of our Client
Management System.
IDEAS-maintained records are displayed
beyond our own website on Local Council
LINCS members’ websites. For 2017-2018 records
displayed have decreased from 409,271 last
year to 395,799 this financial year. This is because
some Councils no longer maintain their LINCS
membership.
IDEAS is concerned that individuals may now be
accessing outdated information from these sites.
The records are being maintained and verified
by IDEAS and displayed on our website, and
we will redouble our efforts to provide outreach
and in-reach services for people with disability
throughout the state.

706,727

VISITS INCLUDES
IDEAS RECORDS
DISPLAYED
AT IDEAS.
ORG.AU AND
EXTERNAL SITES
THROUGH LINCS
MEMBERSHIP

806,266
PAGE VIEWS

24,981
ONLINE RESOURCES

19,819
DATA RECORDS

OWNED AND MANAGED BY IDEAS

34,996
TOTAL RECORDS
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customer journey
email & letters

phone line

social media

confused
customer

website

live chat

community
engagement

IDEAS info
officer

follow up

happy
customer
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Check that
the customer
is happy

expos

Ensure
info is
correct

Prior
knowledge
IDEAS
database

Internet

we contact
service
research
List of
services

contact customer
with information

Phone
numbers
and contact
names

Fact sheets,
links and
information

service
is received

customer chooses
and contacts
service
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complementary
outcome
20% OF CALLS
to our info line service in

14%

2017-2018 came as a result
of deliberate complementary
work by IDEAS in support of
LACs. This collaboration has
proved extremely beneficial
for both organisations,
reflected in feedback from
LAC’s and the increase in
calls from both LACs and their
participants to our telephone
enquiry line.

During the 2017-18 year,

of info-line calls were

from LACs and a further 9%
from participants directly
referred to us by LACs,
meaning approximately 20%
of all calls to our info-line
during the year were directly
attributable to LACs.

IDEAS
connected with

3445
PEOPLE
in face-to-face engagements
in 2017–18

IDEAS ATTENDED

131 EVENTS
in the year

Note no expo convened during the year.

“Access to this information makes me more confident and productive.”
Uniting LAC

newsletter
TELL US THAT IDEAS
IDEAS
DISTRIBUTED
OUR CUSTOMER SURVEYS

IDEAS NEWSLETTER
IS WIDELY SHARED

6X

PUBLISHES THE NEWSLETTER

21,474 WE HAVE
3579 PEOPLE 14,316
PER YEAR
FOR EVERY SUBSCRIBER

FOUR READERS

NEWSLETTERS IN 2017-18 EACH ISSUE REACHES

TO A SUBSCRIBER BASE OF

PEOPLE

*unaudited.
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IN PRINT, DIGITAL

AND AUDIO FORMATS
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sponsors
Our partnerships

Our sponsors and supporters

We gratefully acknowledge the funding received from the
NSW Department of Family and Community Services and the
Commonwealth Department of Health, CHSP Program.

Information on Disability Education & Awareness Services
53 Merivale Street Tumut NSW 2720
freecall 1800 029 904
free text 0458 296 602
tel (02) 6947 3377
fax (02) 6947 3723
email ideas@ideas.org.au
web ideas.org.au

Our vision is a world where people
with disability live full, independent
lives of their own choosing
ISO 9001:2015 quality management systems certified

